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Amero continues its growth journey with the
acquisition of +400 customers

The company Amero, supplier of cash register systems based on FlexPOS software
for physical stores, larger chain businesses and attractions, has just announced
that as of September 13, the Company has acquired all POS customers from the IT
company iAdvice. Amero already has a strong profile on the market, and the
acquisition is expected to further cement this position.

During the past 11 years, Amero has specialized in POS solutions that help businesses
run a physical and online business without drowning in administration, where everyday
processes are made more efficient with more payment options and automatic
integration to other systems.

Growth journey strengthens Amero’s core business
Amero now acquires and takes over +400 POS customers from the IT company iAdvice.
The possibility of Amero taking over iAdvice's current FlexPOS customers has arisen in
light of the fact that both companies see synergy in focusing on and strengthening each
of their core businesses.

"In the current moment, it makes sense to consolidate FlexPOS customers with what is
our core area at Amero - namely offering simple and user-friendly POS systems for
businesses and attractions. In recent years, we have worked towards making the
organization ready for this type of growth, and we are now ready to help the many new
customers", says CEO Jakob Højland about the announcement and continues:

"At Amero, we create success together with our customers and we saw an untapped
potential and win for our customers in that we, as a business partner, stand even
stronger in the market and can continue to focus on developing our solutions and
improving our skills in what we do best," says Jakob Højland.

Founder and CEO, Kasper Smith, is also happy about the opportunity that has arisen for
Amero and states:

"It is motivating to see the business grow even more after 11 years in the industry,
where the goal has been to provide our customers with a world-class POS solution. I am
proud of where the company is today”.
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Acquisition strengthens the team
The news of the takeover of the business area also means that Amero can welcome
three new colleagues.

“Personally, welcoming new employees to the team is always something I really look
forward to. Amero cannot exist without dedicated people - and now we are lucky
enough to welcome even more," concludes Jakob Højland.

The transfer of the customers takes place in ongoing dialogues between iAdvice and
Amero, so that the process will be as smooth as possible and FlexPOS’ customers at
iAdvice will be informed about the process on an ongoing basis.

Amero’s existing customers will not be affected.

The transfer of the customers will take effect on September 30, 2022.

For further information please contact:
HR and Marketing Director Sebastian Kastrup at sebastian@amero.dk or phone + 45 69
13 79 43.

Since 2011, Amero has delivered simple and user-friendly POS solutions based on FlexPOS
software to a wide range of industries in Denmark. Amero's customers range from the newly
started clothing store to large business chains, public institutions as well as museums and
attractions. Amero's POS solutions make it easy and fast to serve customers, accept payment,
handle guests and optimize stock management. Customers also save time with automatic
integrations between the POS solution and financial systems and webshops. Read more
about Amero here.
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